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February 24, 2013 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Today We Inaugurate Our Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, 

Blessed Radiant Beacons of the Light of Genesis:  the Sun shines with great brilliance on 

this Sun Day.  On this blessed Sun Day, the Vision is Illumined.  The path is seen with 

great clarity.  On this day of radiance we receive the blessed Vision of the new form, the 

coming structure for the Era of Eternal Light.  It is the Vision of the formation of the 

Great Star of Genesis. 

 

Beloved Masters, we will establish Star Cells of the Light of Genesis, Chambers of 

Eternal Light, throughout the world.  We will Enliven this great Network of Light, the 

blessed Great Star of Genesis, throughout the lands and the waters of Earth. 

 

There is yet a residue of the past era remaining on Earth.  It is a residue of past actions, 

past deeds, past events.  Even thoughts generated on the mental plane are stored in the 

grounds of the Earth.  But great amounts of this memory has been Enlivened, Awakened, 

in the Light of Genesis.  The storage of negative energies has been greatly reduced.  Time 

has directed this release.   

 

With the passage of Time, many of the impressions of the past are shed.  This occurs 

naturally over time, but certain areas retain the hardened patterns of the past.  These may 

be areas or locations of greatest chaos—locations of disaster, locations of war and 

misconduct.  These impressions, or residue of actions, are picked up by the individuals 

living in those areas.  The forces of energy, the expressions of life, are influenced by the 

residual structure of memory.   

 

This force of residue may be the cause for the creation of storms, the spread of disease; 

the general values of either progress or suffering for the area.  It is the value of interaction 

between the residual force and the current impulses of energy which give rise to the 

structuring of the day-to-day events of life. 

 

Blessed Masters of the sublime Light of Genesis, the precious Tools and Techniques of 

Eternal Light have far-reaching effects on the layers of existence.  When one cleans the 

house, one sweeps and mops and scrubs the surface level of dirt.  When one places in the 

room a great Pyramid of Genesis, one Enlivens the sleeping values of the surroundings; 

one awakens the values of the Light of Genesis within that vicinity. 

 

Dear Ones, for the Purification and Enlivenment of each home on this precious Earth we 

cannot think in terms of placing one-by-one Tools.  Just as in the early days, a message 

was delivered by foot—one walked across the town to deliver the information to another. 
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Great expeditions were designed to bring Knowledge to another region of the world.  The 

spread of information was a difficult process, requiring much time.  Then came the radio 

and the telephone, and one could place a call directly into the other country.  One could 

sit in the home and speak to the person in the next country.   

 

This process of greater ease, greater ability, develops with time.  The change comes with 

time.  Now, the satellites are carefully positioned in the skies in order to transmit the 

signals; carry the information, the Knowledge, to all parts of the world.  One may sit on 

the mountain top, and receive the message from the friend in the city.  This, Dear Ones, is 

a network for information.   

 

We are, today, inaugurating a network for the Light of Genesis; a web-work, a network 

capable of Enlivening the Beams of Eternal Light throughout the world, such that all 

receive Illumination.  The Enlivenment of the precious web-work, the precious structure 

of the Great Star of Genesis, will Enliven the Radiance of Eternal Light; making it 

available to every individual in every location on Earth.  This Radiant Structure emerging 

is the form for the Light of Genesis for this Precious Planet.  It is the form to support the 

activities of the Era of Eternal Light.   

 

The messenger carrying the information on foot could not have dreamed of the 

possibilities which exist at the present.  Like this, the scope of the transformation of 

ability for all existence is beyond the dreams or imagination.  It only required the insight 

of a few to change the lives of all—only a few.    

 

Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating:  we will Enliven 

the Blessed Great Star of Genesis for all.  This is the inauguration of the Blessed Network 

for the Light of Genesis.  This network will be formed by individual Star Cells of Eternal 

Light, together forming Chambers of Eternal Light.   

 

Ten Stars Cells together form one Chamber of Eternal Light.  Individual Star Cells are 

constructed in the form and nature of the Beloved Great Star of Genesis.  It is a Blessed 

Form of Creation emerging for the Earth as the structure or web-work of Radiant Beams 

of Eternal Light; supporting Life and all actions in the Era of Eternal Light—one 

Chamber of Eternal Light consisting of ten Star Cells of the Light of Genesis. 

 

The requirement for the structuring of this Blessed Form for Earth is based upon the 

residue of thoughts and actions of the population of Earth.  Each individual is a vibrant 

receptacle influenced by the imprinted memories of the actions of the past, which are 

stored and emitted through the lands and waters of the earth.   

 

These Chambers of Eternal Light must be positioned in locations based on past and 

present populations.  A Chamber consisting of ten Star Cells may be placed in the ground 

or may remain on the surface of Earth.  There should be one Chamber for every one 

million population of Earth, each positioned in the ground in the general area of that 

population. 
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This, Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, is the task at hand.  To construct a Blessed 

Network of the Light of Genesis capable of supporting the emergence of the new form—

the Beloved Great Star of Genesis for the Era of Eternal Light.   

 

For this Beloved task, we will ask our Beloved Director of the Light of Genesis to 

appoint coordinators for each region.  In this way the positioning of the Blessed 

Chambers of Eternal Light will correspond to the need of the area.  One may appoint a 

director for a region, for a country, and for a continent of land and people.   

 

Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis, the task is great.  Each Star Cell will be trained 

with the Sublime energy of the Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  

 

Yes, Dear Ones, today we inaugurate our Blessed Network of the Light of Genesis, a 

network, a web-work, formed by the Radiant Beams of Eternal Light—the Illumining 

Rays of Eternal Light of the Great Star of Genesis.  

 

Many Blessings Dear Ones. 


